Abstract. The decision of the inflection point is the key to ensure automatic section cutting precision using a boom-type road header. In this paper, cutting precision model was set up for the first time to trapezoidal section and a method determining inflection point is given. Considered the cutting head' projection at section is elliptical with the cantilever's joint variable. The relationship between ellipse curve and cutting section boundary was investigated, and thereby sets up the cutting precision model. Approximate iterative method is used to finding the optimal inflection point, of which takes the cutting precision as the objective function. Compared with the traditional process path planning method, the forming accuracy can be improved greatly and controlled within 1mm. Through MATLAB simulation, it is proved that this method is correct and valid.
Introduction
Section automatic forming is known as an important research direction in the development of the automation of boom type roadheader [1] - [3] . Precise forming can obtain regular section shape and size, thereby reducing the useless amount of excavation and filling [4] . Completed the cutting operation along the process path, the envelope generated by the cutting head is profile curve of section. The forming accuracy of section is determined by the position of the inflection point on the process path; however, in most literatures [5] - [8] , the inflection point is determined by simply using the method that boundary position minus the cutting head radius, which tends to produce less cutting or extra cutting. Through the establishment of pick coordinate, the literature [9] gives the formula of determining inflection point in the rectangular section, which can accurately calculate the projection coordinate on inflection point in the section, however, this method is not suitable for special section, such as trapezoidal. This paper proposed a method of determining the inflection point position in trapezoid section. First, the position relationship is established between the curve equation and the boundary of section based on the projection curve of cutting head, the approximate value of the inflection point is given, and then distance between the maximum cutting point formed by the pick and section boundary is taken as the objective function, finally, the optimal inflection point is found to ensure cutting precision by 'approximate iterative method'. After solving for boom-type roadheader's working device kinematics, homogeneous transformation matrix of the end cutting head coordinates relative to the bodywork's coordinate system can be obtained :   0  0  1  2  3  4  1 2  3  4   1  2  1  1  2  3  1  2  3  4  1  2  2  1  1   1  2  1  1  2  3 1  2  3  4  1  2  2  1   2  2  3  2  3  4  2  2 b -( )
Where, 1 θ , 2 θ and d are the joint variables, a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2 and b3 are the connecting rod constants.
Coordinate vector of the cutting head's center point 4 O in the coordinate system 4 After the section of the form given, section real boundary is formed when the projection curve of pick and the boundary of the predetermined section tangent. The position of the inflection point should be based on this principle to determine. Pick coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3 , and set coordinate vectors of the pick i which formed the section boundary in the coordinate system , ri is i-th pick relative to the 4 Z axis radius. Simultaneous equations (1) (3) (4) (5) 0  2  1  3  1  2  1  2  2  3  4  1  2  1  2  0  2  1  3  2  1  1  1  2  3  4  1  2  1  2  0  3  2  2  3  4 
Projection equation in the vehicle coordinate plane is:
Where, 
When the cutting head cutting the lower boundary, we put 
The number of the inflection point in the whole process path is:
The ordinate of all the inflection point is: between the pick coordinate vector and the positive direction of the horizontal axis, so inflection point cannot be determined by the above method. This paper uses "approximate iterative method" to determine the position of the inflection point for the trapezoidal section. The solving method for 2 θ corresponding to the each inflection point position is the same as rectangular section. Taking the first inflection point as an example, the method is as follows.
Figure 5. The determination of inflection point in the trapezoidal section 1) Preset the iteration variable of the initial value
First, determine the corresponding boundary point of the first point Q (see fig.5 ). Equation of the trapezoidal bevel is: 
2) The establishment of the iterative formula
Derivation of the (7), derivative of the cutting trajectory of the pick in the plane is: 
Corner of the trapezoid section: 
3) To control the iterative process
The objective function is defined as:
The change of the pick's projection curve will be further caused in the plane 0 0 0 -O Y Z when the center position of the cutting head changes. When the trapezoidal section base angle is small, only one correction for inflection point on the process path cannot achieve precise cutting. Repeat the above process, iteration process will be end when the objective function F is less than the preset error. The corresponding cantilever swing angle 1 θ of the entire inflection point can be obtained by this method.
The Simulation and Verification
Taking EBJ-132 boom-type roadheader as an example, MATLAB can be used for simulation and verification of section automatic forming. The basic parameters of EBJ-132 roadheader:
θ =°+°, d =0~800 mm. Set pick i which forms the section boundary in the cutting head relative to the Z axis's radius is 300mm, zi =-200mm. Set step length is 500mm and the cutting precision is 1mm.
Set trapezoidal roadway section's under width x upper width x height is 3000mm x 1800mm x 1800mm. The simulation map of the trapezoidal section automatic cutting process path as shown in fig.6 (a) Adopt the literature [9] method (b) Approximate iterative method Figure 6 . The simulation diagram of process path Fig.6 shows that using the rectangular section method to determine process path will produce obvious extra cutting (usually reach 100mm). However, thought this paper method to calculate the inflexion position and determine the process path can achieve precise forming of section (the cutting error can be controlled within 1mm).
Conclusions
1) The cutting precision model was set up for the first time to trapezoidal section; 2) Taking the cutting precision as the objective function "approximate iterative method" was used to find inflection point to trapezoidal section in automatic forming process path; 3) The algorithm is implemented by using MATLAB, and proved to be correct through the simulation on trapezoidal cross section;
